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he sat down on the chair behind him and ran his hands over his balding head, 
“Why they chose you out of any other poor soul still baffles me. If people knew 
we had a way out, there would be hordes here killing each other to have this 
opportunity.”

A voice that bespoke of experienced command came from Palora’s 
small group, “Listen, we’re all a bit tight strung right now. I chose Jerald for 
his immense studies in archaeology of this area, he will be vital in knowing 
what we’ve landed ourselves into if you pull this off.” He set his gaze on the 
bald man, “He may not be as important as you, Layton, but we all need to 
work together if we want to survive. Assuming that my belief in you is not 
unfounded.”

Layton sighed, “Look, mathematically, this whole operation should 
work. In almost every simulated scenario my theories and constructs pull 
off this operation perfectly. The only unknown factors are what year exactly 
we’ll be dropped into, or if this reactor will have the energy to accelerate 
each particle before overheating and causing a crater as large as this valley.” 
He leaned back and stared up at the fluorescent light fixtures above him, 
“There has been no time to actually determine what kind of an energy yield 
this reactor can pull off, in terms of draining it all in a single spark.” He gave 
an exasperated sigh, “A shame no one took me seriously until a meteor the 
size of a planet decided to collide with us.”

The archaeologist spoke on as if the others had never uttered a word, 
“Doesn’t the planet move constantly, how do we know we won’t end up 
in some area of space that the planet won’t reach until thousands of years 
later?”

Standing slowly, the physicist set his hands upon the panel and stared 
at the collection of humanity in front of him, “As the particles exceed the 
speed of light and travel backwards, they still succumb to the planet’s 
gravity, keeping us glued to the surface even as we shoot through time.” 

Shaking his head, he stated more confidently, “This setup will properly 
create the conditions needed to pull it off. The reactor will supply an extreme 
energy flux to my setup, wherein it will give us an exceptional ‘push’ that 
will accelerate every particle in our bodies to a degree that will eject us into a 
previous era in time. Hopefully far back enough that the planet’s demise will 
be a far off event, and preferably not in a situation where we will interfere with 
history, although that may be realistically unavoidable. This landscape was 
chosen for its refusal to change geologically, so it should remain the same for the 
time gap that we are likely to jump. No one has inhabited this particular valley 
since Mesopotamia either, so we don’t have to worry about man made structures 
interfering.” 

Walking from behind the panel and gesturing to both platforms at the 
sides of him he declared with finality, “I’ve done everything I could, with the 
time and resources alloted to me. The only step now is to try and hope. So let us 
begin before that rock wipes this planet off the damn solar system.”

Jerald shrugged and made his way to his own group. That was the 
first time Palora had ever seen him give up an argument, which seemed to 
elevate the gravity of the situation around her. This was really happening. If 
it worked, this would be the escape from civilization that Palora had been 
always looking for. A portal from the destructive and cancerous growth of 
industrialized cities that she felt helpless in countering, to a world filled with 
pure nature. With an oddly energetic air, she began her preparations.

The group Palora stood with seemed like cornered sheep, simply 
following the flock leader into whatever fate awaited them. They had given 
up all hope months ago, when news of the meteor was first declared. 
Mainly consisting of the CEO’s family and various higher employees, they 
seemed unable to accept this sudden chance of survival. It was simply a 
dream within a nightmare.

In contrast, the smaller group casually leaned against the wall or looked 
bored. Like the archaeologist and physicist, they were chosen for their skills 
in making this plan succeed. Used to surviving with nothing but nature, 
their own knowledge, and ingenuity. Survivalists. Where they had picked 
up these skills in a world with only sparse wilderness left, Palora couldn’t 
fathom. They would travel with Jerald only milliseconds before her group, 
which would amount to an unknown amount of months or years, to set 
things up for the next group to arrive. 

Palora suddenly realized how worthless she was in comparison. 
She had only been chosen because an uncle she hated had owned 

half of South America, giving him the resources necessary to follow the 
physicist’s proposal. Luck was all she could claim to have. A determination 
filled her as she promised herself that she would prove her worth, in 
whatever way she could. 

The groups continued into the tasks of undressing, the procedure 
had been gone over enough with them that they all knew what steps to 
take. Clothes and objects were too high of a risk if they somehow annexed 
themselves into anyone’s body. Bringing any foreign objects was an 
unknown factor, it simply wasn’t worth the chance of killing anyone. 

The handful of parents helped their children out of their flight suits while 
the others began discarding clothes by tossing them out of the open door. No 
need to care where they left anything behind, it would all be incinerated soon 
enough. 

Palora undressed only herself, as she had no one she knew well enough to 
help her or that needed assistance. She supposed that, in some dark sense, her 
parents dying years before was a sort of blessing. They were already mourned for 
and the wound was scarred over enough to prevent too much pain.

 Unsurprisingly, she felt no shame when she was full undressed. 
After tossing her own suit into the sunlight, she made her way to the 

platform, which she had to step up onto, and that looked to be in the grasp of 
claws jutting out from both the ceiling and floor. Heart racing, she took her 

place and waited as the others formed a group around her. No one spoke.
Their mad scientist, who too stood naked, watched as the last few 

individuals made their ways onto the elevated platforms. When they 
were all settled, frozen as startled prey, the professor lifted his hand to 
the hologram and performed the necessary last commands to begin the 
procedure. The screen went from blue to glaring red wherein he simply 
stated, “Twenty seconds.” He then made his way onto Palora’s platform, his 
head reflecting the lights above as he quickly moved. 

Palora held her arms closely around herself, teeth clenched painfully 
tight. After eternal moments passed, the two claws began to spin around 
her, slowly at first, but with a gradual increase in momentum. The rising 
sound of the rotors boomed off the walls of the once dead silent room, with 
a louder hum building beneath them.

She couldn’t help but start shaking as the space around her began 
to warp severely, distorting even the woman right in front of her. When it 
became overwhelmingly nauseating she closed her eyes to ward it off. The 
sounds around her became more oppressive in the darkness and she feared 
she would faint from sheer terror. 

And then the world collapsed with the sound of colliding planets, until 
only a ringing and overwhelming oblivion consumed her. She stared into 
whirling blackness.

Was this death? This small semblance of thought in unending darkness?
She became aware once more of the ringing of her ears, and what 

seemed like something soft beneath her sprawled body. Slowly, the 
darkness took on the shape of swirling dots with interspersed pockets of 
light. 

She became slowly aware of the burdening weight of her limbs and 
head that kept her down under the waves of darkness. Yet, the dots became 
smaller, revealing to her an image, while the ringing died out until she could 
faintly hear the sounds of voices that sounded as if they were miles away. 

Suddenly, the world around her swirled into a vague representation of 
tree tops and blue sky. She flexed her fingers and tested her limbs until she was 
confident enough to attempt to sit up.

Upon doing so, she felt a wave of nausea and the black dots returned to 
litter over her sight. She kept still until she felt enough strength to look up and 
see what stood before her.

People. Men and women. Ragged with simple clothes. 
One had made their way to her, and began asking her questions she could 

not quite comprehend yet. She looked around her, aware of the lessening vertigo 
and noticed others sitting up, looking just as dazed as she felt, or others still 
staring up at the sky with empty eyes. 

She became aware of tangible words and managed to determine their 
meaning, “will wear off soon enough, just relax and let your body take care of 
readjusting itself.” 

The speaker was a middle aged woman, looking into her face with 
concern. Palora managed to nod her head and find words to speak, “Yeah, 
it’s all coming back slowly.” Then belatedly remembered to say, “Thank 
you.”

She looked once more around her and began noticing that the men 
and women helping the splayed figures around her looked oddly familiar. 
Thoughts came together to recall that these were the group that had gone 
before them, yet the heavy beards, longer hair, and older faces made it 
difficult to recall each name.

Looking back at the face near her own, she duly stated, “Well, I guess it 
worked.” The woman only smiled and nodded, then seemed to decide that 
Palora would be fine on her own, and went off to help someone who was 
having trouble adjusting.

Around her, Palora recognized primitive structures of tarp and mud 
bricks within a large clearing of wooded area, with cookfires and people all 
around staring in their direction. Some were lightly tanned like her, those 
mainly helping her group, yet others had deeper shades of skin that she 
had seen in older pictures, before the world had interbred into one tone. 

Palora turned and noticed that a sturdy man and woman had come up 
to talk to the CEO who was sitting up and looking lively. She started as she 
realized the man was Jerald himself. He had built muscle and grown out a 
beard. How long had they already been here for?

The tall, muscled woman, who Palora remembered was Shaylan, spoke 
first, “I admit that it took me a few moments to remember to speak in our 
own language. We’ve picked up the language of those around us in the 
past decade, as we have depended on their numbers pretty heavily to build 
up everything here.” She turned around and shook her head, “If us coming 
down on them before didn’t make them see us as gods, us predicting your 
arrival from thin air has definitely solidified it in their minds.”

Palora’s uncle only stared ahead, “ A decade. That long?”
Shaylan nodded, “Yeah, we came down a lot harder than you, as we failed 

to notice we would fall a dozen feet down from where the platform would be.” 
She gave the cloth cushioning a good slap, “Made sure you guys came in a bit 
more nicely.”

The archaeologist seemed annoyed by the small talk and stepped into their 
conversation, “I feel we need to discuss more pressing matters. It seems we have 
caused a much bigger impact in history than we could have ever imagined.”

Shaylan seemed exasperated, “Damn man, let the guy adjust before you 
start ranting about all this again.”

Jerald crossed his arms, “No, this is too important. Are you familiar at 
all with the beginning of agriculture in this area?” The CEO only looked at 
him questioningly, “Look, the people we found here were completely nomadic. 
Hunters and gatherers. We had nothing to trade other than knowledge, so we 
have had to teach them farming and how to construct the tools necessary.” He 
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